Biochemical changes associated with a multidrug-resistant phenotype of a human glioma cell line with temozolomide-acquired resistance.
Temozolomide (TMZ) is a newly approved alkylating agent for the treatment of malignant gliomas. To investigate resistance mechanisms in a multidrug therapeutic approach, a TMZ-resistant human glioma cell line, SF188/TR, was established by stepwise exposure of human SF188 parental cells to TMZ for approximately 6 months. SF188/TR showed 6-fold resistance to TMZ and cross-resistance to a broad spectrum of other anticancer agents that included 3-5-fold resistance to melphalan (MEL), gemcitabine (GEM), paclitaxel (PAC), methotrexate (MTX), and doxorubicin (DOX), and 1.6-2-fold resistance to cisplatin (CDDP) and topotecan (TPT). Alkylguanine alkyltransferase (AGT) activity was increased significantly in the resistant cell line compared with the parental cell line (P<0.05), whereas no significant differences occurred in the cellular uptake of TMZ and PAC between resistant and parental cells. Depletion of AGT by O(6)-benzylguanine significantly increased the cytotoxicity of TMZ in both the sensitive and resistant cell lines, but did not influence the cytotoxicity of the other drugs tested. Treatment with TMZ caused SF188 cells to accumulate in S phase, whereas SF188/TR cells were unaffected. Expression of Bcl-2 family members in SF188/TR cells compared with SF188 cells indicated that the pro-apoptotic proteins (i.e. Bad, Bax, Bcl-X(S)) were reduced 2-4-fold in the resistant cell line, whereas the anti-apoptotic proteins Bcl-2 and Bcl-X(L) were expressed at similar levels in both cell lines. In conclusion, the mechanism of resistance of SF188/TR cells to TMZ involved increased activity of AGT, a primary resistance mechanism, whereas the broad cross-resistance pattern to other anticancer drugs was due to a common secondary resistance mechanism related to alterations in the relative expression of the pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic proteins.